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was not wanting in a fund of interestiog stories with which to illustrate and
explain.
Conducting his recitations
as he did, he kept the mind in a keen,
receptive condition.
The Y. M. C. A. will miss his hearty
co-operation.
He was scarcely ever
absent from its meetings, and always
took an active interest in its welfare.
We shall never forget his earnest talks
which indicated a strong, Christian
manhood.
He took a deep interest in all worthy
students, especially the indigent, and
w»s zealous in his endeavors to find
them work and means to'complete their
college course. If he seemed to misjudge, it was because, being true himself, he placed much stress on the manliness and sincerity of others. He was,
however, never exacting but always
kind and patient with those who in any
way showed themselves worthy of his
regard. His whole life was such as to
inspire one with simple, noble purposes.
While thus respected and loved for
his very worth and integrity his labors
ended. Ended? Ah, no, a life worthily
lived never ends! A man's specific
labors may cease, but their influence,
never. All good will remain a permanent factor in fashioning the ages that
are to come. Thus the life of Professor
Stanley is not contracted, it is rather
augmented and set free. Free to live
forever.
•IIILK we lament the death of l'roH fessor Stanley, we welcome in his
place one of whom we have always
heard only words of esteem and praise.
Though only three years out of college,

Mr. Hartshorn has already won a high
reputation as a teacher and a scholar.
Those who know him will not doubt
that his abilities will place him among
the foremost in his chosen profession.
His thorough scholarship, fairness,
pleasant manner, and uniform courtesy
cannot fail to make him respected and
liked by all who may enjoy his instruction. We sincerely hope he will ultimately be chosen to occupy the now
vacant professorship.
T'OO much cannot be said in favor
of thorough, comprehensive stud}'.
Brilliant surface-work may make the
valedictorian, but can it ever make the
well-read man ? Every study should be
but the center of a circle whose radius,
reaching out even to infinity, shall
gather light to pour upon it from every
source. Apply this to our stud)' of
Homer's Iliad. Too often the radius
ends with grammar and lexicon, but it
should include Classical Dictionary,
books about Homer, etc., etc. Moreover, two hundred and twenty of the
two hundred and seventy pages of our
text-books are explanatory notes, and
why, think you, is this?
The sciences, perhaps, require even
more collateral study than the languages. Here other text-books on the
same subject are useful. Do not neglect the little points. In literature too
much attention is apt to be paid to the
men, and too little to their times. A
knowledge of the life and times of
Shakespeare, Chaucer, and Goldsmith
is what makes us understand their
works. " But," you say, " it takes too
long to look up all these things."
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Granted, but does it not pay? It takes
longer to build a highway than a footpath, but which is overgrown witli weeds
the sooner ! So build thoroughly and
look out for the little pebbles which
may some time trip you up.

TIIKRE are three factors in college life, the disregard of which
lessens greatly the benefits of the
course.
These are the use of the
library, the interest in the literary
societies, and the proper conduct in
recitation. All things taken into consideration, probably the student will
find no such opportunity for beneficial
and extensive reading as his college
library otters. It is chosen especially
to meet the wants of students for recreative, critical, and instructive leading.
The student should not confine himself
during his course to one line of reading,
as fiction or biography, hut should endeavor to acquire the habit and method
of getting the most from the library as
a whole. Devotion of time to special
lines will follow in after life.
Next and very closely connected with
the work in the library is the work of
the literary societies. Many students,
on account of bashfulness and inexperience in such matters, simply attend
the meetings taking no part themselves.
This is not right.
Whatever literary
society a student belongs to, that is his
own society, and it is his duty to take
an active part in its work.
Proficiency in extemporaneous debate is an
accomplishment which every college
man and woman should strive to attain.
It is conducive to quick, continued.
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and consecutive thought. It enlarges
one's vocabulary and forms the habit
of expressing thoughts grammatically.
More than all, however, it gives one
the power of self-control.
The third factor, proper conduct in
recitation, is not apparently very closely
related to the other two. It shows,
however, the make up of the man.
Interest in one's own educational advancement will manifest itself in interest in others' advancement. The
mind under certain circumstances may
be capable of accomplishing two things
at the same time, but the recitation
ought not to offer the time nor the condition of such mental effort.
Silliness, laziness, disinterestedness, or
inattention are not qualities which
should be cultivated in the class-room.
These distract the attention of those
who wish to profit by the instruction,
and they also waste the time of the
instructor. The teacher who has thoroughly prepared himself for the recitation can ill afford to have his time occupied in, first of all, arousing the
attention of young men and women in
the subject under consideration.
A
student should always be interested in
his work, and all the help which an
instructor can give will be none too
much. Development is the aim of the
college student, and every moment of
the four years' college course, if profitably filled will but scarcely begin the
process.

fr is said that gratitude is a trait of
a noble soul. Why is not reverence
also? It is an expression of two of
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the deepest emotions of the soul, fear
ami love. The noblest men that ever
lived were reverent men. Moses, David,
Paul, Luther, Homer, Socrates, Shakespeare, Milton, Washington, Lincoln,
who would think of them as showing
irreverence for anything or anybody
worthy of reverence!
Yet many,
especially the young, seem to think it
a distinction to show irreverence. They
ridicule the old, scoff at the deepest
and holiest feelings of the heart, sneer
at religion, and even make light of their
Creator.
Nothing is safe from the
noisy sallies of their would-be wit.
The word " rattle-headed*" seems coined
expressly to name such people. Like
an empty carton a rough country road,
their own noise drowns all other sounds.
If they would only be still a little, they
might hear some of the grand melodies
of nature, or catch the strains of the
broken but sweeter music that kk Kolls
from soul to soul," or even hear some
faint echo of the eternal anthem that
swells around the throne of God. Only
to the reverent student does Nature
unlock her rarer treasures. Only to
the reverent mind conies the "Music
of the spheres." Only to the reverent
soul is granted an entrance into the
holy places of other souls. Only to
the reverent heart does the hand of
Infinite Love appear in all things. In
sucli company irreverence has no place.
Would you, () babbling chatterer,
know any of these things? Then be
still, and, in the awful silence of your
own emptiness, learn to be reverent.
VERY student entering upon the
duties of college life has a purpose.
Though he may at the same time have

some future purpose in view, yet he
has a present purpose, namely, to
secure a college education. Some boys
come to college for the mere purpose
of playing ball, but these are not students. All students, however, agree
in present purpose ; but as every one
does not have a true conception of
what constitutes a true college education, so every one does not employ the
necessary means of attaining the purpose in view. Some students, perhaps,
begin college life with the idea that the
intellectual development derived from
the class-room and text-books includes
all there is in a college education. This
is a serious mistake. The purpose of
a college education is to give a harmonious development of all the natures,—
physical, moral, social, and religious,
as well as intellectual.
Such a development, indispensable to true success in life, the class-room, and textbooks can not give. Such a development should be the student's object; for
the neglect of anyone of these natures
necessarily impairs some or all the
others, because they are not wholly independent of each other.
Now a little exercise rightly conducted will meet the demands of the
physical nature. It helps to keep the
body in a healthy condition.
It tends
to make a lively mental activity instead of a sluggish one, (inn muscles
instead of flabby ones, expanded chests
instead of pinched ones, and square
shoulders instead of round ones. Yet
notwithstanding the importance of these
things, many sacrifice them for the sake
of a little more intellectual work, and
then complain of their declining health.
The religious and literary societies
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are of especial value. The former
cultivates the spiritual nature and consequently raises the moral standard ;
the latter afford excellent opportunities
for improvement in writing and speaking. In the literary society one may
acquire an ability for extemporaneous
speaking, an acquirement that can not
he obtained from the text-hooks or the
class-room.
These exercises are the little things
in college life that give the finishing
touches. Therefore the; writer would
say to every member of the Freshman class, do not let these things pass
without gaining some good from them.
Do not make the same mistakes that
others in the classes ahove you have
made ; do not dispense with physical
exercise because you think you can get
along without it; do not disregard the
religious exercises because they consume a few moments of your time ; do
not hesitate to become an active member of one of the literary societies
hecause society work demands the sacrifice of a few Latin and Greek roots.
Take hold of these with enthusiasm
and then you will he on the direct road
to a harmonious and comprehensive
development,—college education in the
true sense of the term.
THAT there is something to he said
against co-education, as well as
much in its favor, is not to be denied ;
but whatever arguments are to be offered should be in a fair and gentlemanly way.
Such has not heen the
case with the last two issues of the
Bowdoin Orient. In speaking of a
recent difficulty at a neighboring insti-
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tution, it has used arguments and expressions that hut ill hecome those
claiming to be gentlemen. Of the incident itself we have no wish to speak,
hut only of the comments made upon
it.
The words in favor of college
freedom we fully endorse, recognizing
how much it means in the student's
development; hut we can not agree
that turning the hose into a lady's
apartment was not a case where the
Faculty should interfere. A senseless
doggerel in a later issue speaks of the
necessity of equality in everything
when the sexes are educated together.
But to say that this should include
hazing is to show an utter disregard
for social usage. It is like saying that
hecause women enter society as the
equals of men they are entitled to no
courtesy.
Now, hecause men and
women are members of the same
college, it is no reason why their relations should change, why she should
become any less a lady or he any less
a gentleman. Though they are equal
in all contests in which a woman may
participate as in society, she yet commands respect and deference, and this
every true gentleman will grant. It
may he hetter for ladies to he educated
at a separate college, hut if gentlemen
cannot preserve a proper dignity among
ladies, they should surely goto a separate college beyond temptation for such
rowdyism.
Again, this is not the " natural outcome of co-education," where the common usages of society are ohserved as
at Bates. It is rather the natural outcome of such ungentlemanly instincts
as prompted the perhaps thoughtless
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act itself and its deliberate support by
the Orient.
♦♦ *

LITERARY.
" INTO THE HILLS."
liv N. Q. B.,'91.
Up to the mighty liills of God
I lift mine, eyes,
Beyond whose summits lie the gates
Of Paradise.
Within the mountain's heart the strength
Of God lies deep;
Unheeded o'er its rugged sides
The storm-winds sweep.
Deep in the mountain's heart there lies
God's peace divine:
Fearless the timid song-hirds dwell
'Mid fir and pine.
On every sun-crowned peak there dwells
Eternal rest;
The noisy strife of earth is hushed
On each fair crest.
The message of the hills rings (dear;

Their strength is mine;
Killed with God's perfect peace, I wait
His rest divine.

ESSENTIALS AND NONESSENTIALS.
BY

M

D. J., 'HO.

can I do for you," asked
¥iL Alexander, loaded with honors, of Diogenes sitting in his tub.
"Don't stand between me and the
sun," was the reply.
Evidently ideas of essentials vary.
See yonder old house—bare front, low
ell, and hip roof. Enter. Look from
the five by seven paned windows of its
spacious, square, front rooms. Imagine yourself seated before the large
open fire or reading by the light of one
"\TT-HAT

small candle.
But what imposing
structure is this? Broken roof, porticoes, arches, and curious windows
without—within, the genial warmth of
steam-pipes ; the blazing light of gasjets. Behold the reigning Queen Anne
of to-day. Go in imagination to the
Harvard College of a hundred years ago,
—two or three modest buildings, a halfdozen professors, and a few score of
students dilligently pursuing one prescribed course. Now visit the Harvard
of to-day,—thirty fine buildings, a hundred and fifty instructors, two thousand
students, large professional schools,
and almost numberless electives. Go
to the rooms of one of our foreign
mission boards and listen to the
examination of a candidate.
Then
recall that scene in Philippi and the
words of Paul to the trembling jailor,
" Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ and
thou shall be saved."
As civilization advances, so much
do the ideas of essentials change.
How important to distinguish the real
essentials. We remember with pride
(Jen. Sherman's March to the Sea and
its results, but what of that march
bad his soldiers stumbled under heavy
baggage? Is not the packing of one's
knapsack for the journey of life more
important?
But what are the true essentials?
Certainly not the same to every man.
Place the poet in the chemist's laboratory with all the apparatus necessary
to extort from Nature her most jealously guarded secrets. Can he find
there what imagination craves? Winckelman, that bright German writer,
regretfully exclaims: "God and
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Nature wished to make me a painter.
In spite of both I tried to be a
parson. Now I am spoiled for either."
As the violet seeks a shad}' bank while
the sunflower follows the sou to receive
its coarse beauty ; as the eagle haunts
the solitary cliff, while the sparrow
builds its nest under a lowly shrub, so
one man demands different conditions
from another.
But certain deeper needs arc shared
by all. Intellectual culture is more
essential than material luxuries. In
yonder palace lives a millionaire attended by many servants and with tine
horses at command. But there is a
whisper of business troubles.
The
crash conies and our millionaire is destitute.
Near him lives an humble
scholar with richly stored mind. Stocks
may fall, investments fail, banks burst;
his treasures are untouched. The wise
man, o'ertaken by robbers, begged only
the magic mirror in which was revealed
the hidden riches of the universe. The
mind of the scholar is a mirror that
reflects the richest thoughts of the ages.
But is this the highest? If so, what
mean those victorious intellectual athletes that have acknowledged their
victory incomplete, their prize unsatisfying? What sad failures seem such
lives beside that of him who said "I
press toward the mark of the prize of
the high calling of God " ; and who
exultingly exclaimed " I have fought
a good fight; I have finished 1113'
course ; I have kept the faith. Henceforth is laid up for me a crown of
righteousness."
Down the ages come voices testifying to the great essential. The Son
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of Man cries "The life is more than
meat and the body than raiment."
Rousseau, half skeptic, half believer,
exclaims " Philosophy can do nothing
that religion cannot do better"; and
Carlyle earnestly calls " Love not pleasure; love God. This is the everlasting yea wherein whoso walks and
works, it is well with him." Love not
pleasure ; love God. We have reached
the key-note in the harmony of life ;
the perfect design in the architecture.
Simpler, now, is the cutting of the
life-lines. The God-inspired man sees
health and friends, riches, position,
and power, as desirable, but not indespensable. He seeks in knowledge
enrichment of his life, but not the
victor's crown. His happiness comes
not from outward circumstances, but
from within. Having thus found the
right end, the thread of life runs
smoothly, as in those curiously woven
balls that unwind so beautifully when
one begins from the inside, but otherwise are sadly tangled.
Then, finally, in a happier fancy
than that of the ancients, we may
think of life, not as a thread awaiting
an abrupt termination from the shears
of Atropos, but as the silver cord, that,
when loosed from earth, will be gently
drawn within the gates of that city
celestial whose builder and maker is
God.
The trustees of Dartmouth have
sent a circular letter to all the alumni
who received pecuniary aid from the
college while in attendance, asking
them to repay the amount received if
their circumstances permit.
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PROFESSOR STA N LEY.
BY

G. C. C, '68.

WyllK sad tidings of the death of
Jj Professor Richard C. Stanley have,
doubtless, ere this reached every graduate of Bates.
Each lias felt the
paralyzing shock of news so unexpected
and so painful : (he bewilderment of
trying to identify his Alma Mater witli
a college in whose work the ever diligent professor can no longer share.
Each has mourned the loss of a true
friend, and has found himself absorbed
in numberless reminiscences of the
busy and beneficent life so suddenly
snatched away.
Every graduate of Rates can recall
with distinctness his first impressions
of Prof. Stanley. For he was a man
of marked personality. Nobody, having once seen him, could ever forget
him or confound him with another.
His person, gait, manner, and voice
were unmistakable.
Even his handwriting reflected his individuality.
Wherever, in his many-sided life, a
stranger first saw him—whether in his
recitation-room, in his home, in the
pulpit, in the prayer-room, or on the
street—the picture left in the mind's
eye was clear and definite.
In his case the outer man revealed
the inner. For never was a person
more truly what he seemed to be.
His simplicity and sincerity were apparent, not only in his dress and
bearing, but in all his words and acts.
He never showed the least trace of
vanity, and his ways were absolutely
unstudied. He was conscious of pur-

poses thoroughly honest and never felt
the necessity of any disguise. lie had
nothing to conceal and, therefore, respected himself. He never betrayed
self-consciousness, but always seemed
intent on the business in hand. No
doubt this was one reason why he accomplished so well whatever he undertook. For he wasted no energy in the
endeavor to make a display or to produce a favorable impression. lie had
an inborn respect for truth, and he
could not easily realize that others
might be insincere. Hence he habitually expected right conduct from students and when they disappointed
him always seemed surprised and
grieved. Nothing so aroused his indignation as unexpected deceit. He
never cultivated tact, but used the
most direct and open methods, whether
dealing with business men or with
students. To no man could the lines

be more aptly applied :
" Whose armor is liis honest thought,
And simple troth bis utmost skill."

He might not read a person correctly
on first meeting him, but his final judgments were usually just.
In the best sense of the word, Professor Stanley wasa practical man. One of
the older graduates of Rates writes of
him : "He was the practical man of
the Faculty." He was never speculative. He always preferred to base his
conclusions on actual results. Having
adopted a method approved by experience, if he found it good, he was
slow to change it, even when to others
a change seemed desirable. He was
very conservative, adhering to the
maxim, " Hold fast that which is
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good." He was practical in the etymological sense of the word—he knew
how to do what was required. This
was true, whether he was composing a
sermon, or repairing an air pump. In
thought he was clear and logical; in
action he was skillful and effective.
Every student at Bates has often seen
liim busily making over and putting in
order the apparatus with which he
illustrated his instruction in Physics.
For the college, as for himself, he
practiced a careful economy, making
the scanty appropriations for his department go as far as possible. He
constantly aimed at the best results
attainable. For he was in no narrow
sense a practical man.
Few men have felt in equal degree
the responsibilities of life. To this
fact was due the habitual seriousness
of his manner. He carefully weighed
matters to which many give little
thought. He seldom acted from impulse, and his habit of deliberation
wrought itself into his words, his
enunciation, and his whole bearing.
Every one who met him was impressed
with his painstaking thought upon
questions submitted to him for decision.
Nor was the range of his cares narrow
and personal. He was interested in
whatever could affect the happiness of
others.
Nothing of moment in his
neighborhood escaped his attention.
His eyes were open to whatever promised improvement or threatened loss,
and he felt a sense of personal responsibility for results that could in any
way be affected by his influence or
action.
lie was intensely loyal to duty.
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Motives of expediency had no weight
with him when he had decided that a
given course was right. He was never
afraid to do what he ought.
The
writer of this sketch recalls an incident
illustrative of this trait, occurring in
the old days when college and preparatory school were still undivided.
Parker Hall was the scene of the
wildest disorder. It seemed to be in
possession of a reckless mob. The
teacher in charge of the Young nien
had retreated, helpless and alarmed.
Suddenly Professor Stanley entered
and ran swiftly up the stairs, bidding
the disturbers of the peace seek their
rooms at once. In less than a minute
the building was as quiet as if it had
been untenanted. Perhaps no other
occasion at Bates ever gave so ample
proof of his promptness and energy.
But a student could not know Professor
Stanley long without being impressed
by his unswerving fidelity to his sense
of duty.
But while he felt most deeply the
seriousness of life, and especially his
responsibility as an instructor, he had a
wealth of pure and worthy sentiment
that rendered him one of the most
genial and attractive of men. On
occasion no one could laugh more
heartily. Every one who has seen him
in his classes will recall his enjoyment
of those ludicrous episodes which so
much enliven college days. His regard
for decorum was unusually strong, but
his quiet smile or suppressed laugh at
such times will be vividly remembered.
In him the feeling of wonder, so
characteristic of childhood and youth,
remained in undiminished vigor to the
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hist. He had the healthy delight of a
hoy in whatever was new or strange.
This trait is, perhaps, usually prominent in men devoted to scientific pursuits.
To him it was exceedingly
valuable, both for the zest that it gave
to his studies, and for the welcome diversions that it I nought to his busy and
anxious life; and in society it made
him one of the most charming of men.
Allied to this was his warm and
frankly expressed admiration for excellence of whatever kind. He was
always deeply impressed by any unusual manifestation of practical ability,
of intellectual power, or of moral
earnestness, and never failed to pay a
hearty tribute to worth. He seemed
quite as happy in the success of another
as in his own.
His sympathies were quick and
strong; and they were very broad.
The want of another removed all barriers. The genuineness of his sympathy was manifest in its unobtrusive*
ness. The injunction, " Let not thy
left hand know what thy right hand
doeth," was the dictate of his own
heart. Always a prudent man, careful
about his own expenses and frugal in
all his arrangements, he was never
sparing toward those in need.
His
gifts were generous.
He made it a
principle to give, and he gave cheerfully
—even joyfully. A home-loving man,
he felt home doubly dear to him because it enabled him to extend hospitality to others. His sympathy with
struggling students was constantly
manifested in the most helpful ways.
Probably no other college professor in
the world ever equaled him in the

amount of time and thought expended
in helping needy students to obtain employment. The letters written by him
during his twenty-three years at Bates,
in behalf of students and graduates
seeking places to teach, must be numbered by thousands.
The friends
that he made, he retained—his affection
growing more tender each year. His
standard of integrity was very high.
He was strict with himself and with
others. Yet when he found men true,
his delight in them was unreserved and
constant.
Hut the molding forces of his life were
the spiritual. Professor Stanley was
deeply and thoroughly a religious man.
Reverence was the strongest element
in his character.
He revered the
Bible. Few men have studied it more
earnestly or accepted its teachings
more unhesitatingly. His expositions
of the Scriptures were remarkably
clear.
He revered the faith of ins
childhood. His wonderfully inquiring
mind, so on the alert for truth, seemed
to pause when it came to the precincts
of religion. He felt that he was entering holy ground, and questioning
gave place to reverent awe. For this
reason, he could not well understand
the doubts and struggles of minds
differently constituted. Yet his habitual Christian candor led him to the
exercise of a broad charity. It was
only what seemed to him open irreverence that he could not endure. This
shocked his whole being, producing a
strong revulsion of feeling toward the
offender.
Yet he never set creeds
above character; and his helpful life
and his quick sympathy with human
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want and with everything that could
benefit his follows, showed what religion meant to him.
Professor Stanley's connection with
Bates was nearly contemporaneous with
what may be called the first era in the
life of the college—the era of poverty
and incessant struggle. Every thoughtful student of the institution's history
cannot hut regard him as a providential
man. Indeed, it is difficult to see how the
college conld have maintained its existence without him, or where it could
have found another teacher equal to
the demands of his position.
The
department assigned him required both
breadth and accuracy of scholarship,
and he combined them in a degree
seldom equaled.
Compelled to occupy the ground ordinarily divided between two or three
specialists, he succeeded not only in
imparting instruction that commanded
respect, but also in giving to his students scholarly ideals and high purposes. He came, too, fully prepared
to appreciate the aims and the peculiar
mission of the college. Scores of successful young men, as they read this
sketch, will ask themselves how they
could have obtained a liberal education
but for the practical helpfulness of Professor Stanley. Few men could have
successfully taught the difficult studies
committed to him with only the most
meager apparatus at his disposal. Few
could have added to the special qualifications required for his department
his large knowledge of English Literature, of Political Economy, and of
mental and moral science. Very few
have the willing spirit with which,
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when his associates were ill or absent,
he added their labors to his own. His
presence at the institution won for it
the respect of his numerous scholarly
friends, and helped to give it rank
among Eastern colleges.
His able
sermons and addresses, delivered in
the best communities in New England,
attracted popular attention to Bates,
and increased the number of its students. He has done a work that, so
far as human eyes can see, could have
been done by no other man.
It is sad that he could not live
longer to enjoy the fruit of his labors.
Help was speedily coming to him
through a division of his department.
The new Chemical Laboratory, so
much the object of his thoughts, was
fast rising on the college campus. His
scanty salary had just been increased.
He seemed ready to enter upon the
new era awaiting the college, with
strength unabated. Hut no, his is the
honor that belongs to pioneers and
founders ; his the reward available only
through faith.
It was his to see the college for
which he had done so much assured
of permanence. Still, however, it requires toils and sacrifices. And it can
attain that large and honorable measure of usefulness which its graduates
and friends desire for it, only through
the self-denial, earnestness. And persistent industry of which Professor
Stanley will always be remembered as a
conspicuous example.
CD

O

The really good are those who are
good unconsciously.
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THE RAIN FAIRIES.

M. S. M.
I stood by my window this morning,
Wlien the skies were overcast,
And down from the folds of dusky cloud
The rain was falling fast.
BY

The drenched green earth was passive
"Neath the blows of the beating drops,
And the chill wind crept through the dripping trees
Till they shivered to their tops.
Bat soon the rain pattered more softly,
The wind rose wild and high,
And tore away the curtain of cloud
From the smiling face of the sky.
And thro' its rent folds, on a sudden,
A Hood of sunshine poured,
And one beam pierced through the trees'
dense green
hike the blade of a golden sword.
It fell on the drops that were trembling
On every leaf and spray,
And the air was a-glitter as if with gems—
Were the fairies passing that way,
And scattering down their jewels
O'er the grass and the brandies green?
For surely those that were sparkling there
Were fit for a fairy queen.
And behold I "mid the Hash and glitter
That dazzled the summer air,
As soft and light as a feather floats,
Came sailing a gossamer car;
On its cushions of snowy sea-fog
Sat smiling a lovely elf,
In a robe bespangled with gleaming gems
As bright as the sun itself.
As the glittering thing sailed past me
It changed to a rain-drop bright,
And, as it fell, glanced out at me
The saucy face of a sprite.
As I lifted my eyes next moment,
Another face, quaint and queer,
Peeped out of an empty sparrow's nest
On the branch of a lilac near.
•It glanced at me with a knowing look
Then whisked away like; a Hash,
And down on the pansy bed below
A big drop fell with a splash.

Then an elf in yellow and scarlet—
How be came there I could not tell—
Danced a jig on a leaf till he vanished away,
And another raindrop fell.
Then I caught a glimpse of a pageant,
As the hues of the rainbow bright,
That, over a bridge the sunbeams wove,
Passed, dream-like, out of sight.
Anil a miniature world sailed past me,
Transparent as is the air,
And I saw in its depths as it passed away
Bright castles and gardens fair.
Vou will say, of course, I was dreaming,
That the sunshine dazzled my eyes
When I saw the curious elfin sights;
No doubt you have theories wise.
But I found in the pansy bed below
The jewels they scattered there,
Bright drops of liquid silver and gold
And fragments of crystal rare.
So I shall believe in my fairy folk
In spite of whatever you say,
And I watch for them when from a darkened sky
The rain-clouds clear away.

THE MESSAGE OF THE SKY.
BY A. N. P., "90.
1'HIE voice of nature is attuned to
human ears. Cliff and pebble,
brook and ocean, withering flower and
eternal pine unite in the grand symphony ; hut only in the sky does it
resound with fullness, for there alone is
nature untouched by human hands. On
the golden crown of childhood and the
silvered guerdon of many years it
sheds its flood of melody that changes
only as the receptive mind develops.
It speaks to childhood. Even now I
see a country home, the tufted grass
beneath the drooping elms, a barefoot
boy ; .around it all the quiet of a Sunday afternoon. Over the rippling river,
beyond the swelling hills of pine, along
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tbo southern horizon, float the everchanging, pictured clouds.
The message of their beauty falls on that innocent soul, and recalls him to "that imperial palace whence he came." Thus his
mind early learns to appreciate the
beautiful, as they only can who have
read the sky from boyhood's days,
lie finds its beauty reflected in every
(lower and grass-blade.
Each day he
reads a grander truth above and finds
its counterpart below; for he who
apprehends the thought of highest
tilings will find the same epitomized in
the least.
It speaks to battling youth.
He
hopes to find his sky-garnered ideals
true in others, dares to embody them
in himself. But everywhere the waves
of evil toss and heave, leaving no calm
surface to reflect the sky- Impurity
of thought and purpose, word and
action overwhelms him.
Nothing resembles his former life save the o'erarehing blue. In those white-rolling
clouds, he sees that country home, he
feels a sister's love, he bears a mother's
prayer. They say, " Be true, be pure,
in all this foulness live, find, and create
purity." That is its message. A deep
look into the sky will always banish
impure thoughts.
In tbis power exulting, he seizes the
sin-thrown guantlet. In the struggle
of early manhood he bears the snowbanner of purity. That be may keep
it spotless, the guardian heavens
breathe in his ear a yet grander inspiration. Wearied, in evening solitude, he
watches the stars on-rolling with resistless might. They figure to his mind
the conserved power of the Infinite.
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Where the great sun stood still, where
angels heralded the coming of the universal King, where Constantino beheld
the gleaming cross and the command
of promise, "By this conquer;" he
reads, I gave you beauty for childhood,
purity for youth. In manhood's need,
I grant you manhood's glory—strength.
How their grand motion, breathing of
eternity as nothing lower may, inspires
him to noble warfare! This deep note
of power chords with the beautiful and
pure, and through his life resounds
and thrills like the great heart throbs
of God. Oh wondrous thought! The
power that drives the constellations,
works in the little heaven of the human
mind.
But when old age creeps on, and the
battle is yet unfinished, despair grips
him fast. Evening is coining on, and
the sky, his encouragement and promise, should now In; bidding the sun a
calm good-night. But, as if in alliance
with bis despondency, " a horror of
great darkness" overcasts the west.
Thick, and black, and turbid with evil
force, have risen those fair white clouds
that breathed of beauty and of parity.
Among the heaving masses, lightnings
leap, and thunders roll.
The rain
drives down against his home, as if the
whole artillery of heaven were turned
upon this gray, defenceless head. But,
listen !
In the culmination of the
storm, a something whispers, "Wait, "
Its fury lulls, the clouds and thunders
hurry past like an enemy in retreat,
and from the glowing west " a sunbeam
strikes along the world. " The beating
rain sparkles, a million jewels, and
away on the other hand is raised the
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covenanted arch. The sun drops low ;
the rainbow fades; and in the clear
sky, blue with promise, appear the stareyed evening flocks of heaven whose
unseen Shepherd saith, " Peace I leave
with yon, ray peace I give unto yon."
So shall this turmoil pass, and right
victorious reign : for know :
"There is no calm like that when storm is
done;
" No peace so deep as that by struggle won. "

This is the message traced by that
mighty Hand upon the broad bine
scroll. Oh, read it, feel it, live it; for
beauty is written in its varying forms
and colors ; purity in, its unfathomed
depths; peace in the twilight calm;
and, everywhere and always, God.
CHARACTER A GROWTH, NOT A
MECHANISM.
BY

\V. E. K., '8!>.

TjN yonder grassy lawn stands a beauIL tiful house. The taste of the architect is seen in the graceful proportions
and in the harmonious embellishments,
lieauty is reflected from tower and minaret.
Wisdom is displayed in the
adaptation of the parts to the pleasure and comfort of the inmates. Its
materials, gathered from forest and
quarry, were brought together, and by
the hands of skillful workmen, were
combined with most pleasing effect.
Near by stands the stalwart tree.
Perhaps a century ago it was a little
twig scarcely showing its head above
the grass. Rut now it is the lofty elm
with towering branches forming a
graceful covering from the rays of a
summer's sun and ministering to the
delight of all.

The house is a mechanism, the wood
and iron, the brick and stone are just
what they were before mechanical skill
wrought them into such pleasure inspiring forms. Here is no work of assimilation, no evidence of organic action,
no vital development but simply an
aggregation of parts skillfully combined.
The tree is a growth, no combination
of parts by mechanical skill, no union
by addition of dissimilar materials but
an internal development by vital organic action.
By the mysterious laws of life the
tree has grown. Life in the tree has
taken appropriate food and assimilated
it to its own nature, thus promoting the
growth and preserving the identity of
the original organism. The laws of the
spiritual world are simply those of the
natural world extended, and the tree
teaches an impressive object lesson
concerning the formation of character.
Like the tree, character is not an aggregation of heterogenous parts pervious to every disintegrating influence,
but an organic eutity. It is a living
structure feeding on its appropriate
food and assimilating it so as to preserve its individuality.
As the rootlets of the tree stretch
out in every direction for food to meet
its wauts, so character has an appetency for mental emanations. These
it gathers in and by the mysterious
laws of life assimilates to the living
organism that feeds upon them. For
character is the spiritual body of its
possessor, and as such is supported by
the effluences of other minds, human
and divine.
These it appropriates,
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assimilating them to its own spiritual
tissue. The quality of this tissue, as
of all products of growth, is determined by the nature of the food assimilated. As the physical condition and
animal nature of man depends largely
on the food supply, so the spiritual
condition of character depends largely
on the intellectual and moral nature of
the minds from which it derives its
nourishment.
As our minds are brought in contact
with strong cultured natures, and we
receive from them not only moral and
intellectual truths but inspiring influences, character feeds upon and transmutes these into faculty and power,
into working materials. We cannot
more lose the benefit of these through
the imperfection of memory than we
can lose the benefit of a good dinner
after it has become assimilated into
blood and bone, into muscle and brain,
though we should forever forget the
kind of food that was set before us.
But if the processes by which it is
formed show character to be a growth,
no less is this shown by its permanence. Any mere mechanical combination, however curious or skillful, may
be easily separated and recombined
into new forms and subserving entirely
different purposes.
Hut you cannot
take the product of growth and separate its parts and recombine without
distroying its organic nature.
You
may take the tree and separate it into
fragments and recombine it in curious
and skillful ways, but you destroy its
nature. It is no longer a tree. The
vitality which produced its growth is
goue.r
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So with character: you cannot take
it to pieces and recomhiue when you
may desire. It is the product of life, the
result of growth, and it defies all efforts at reconstruction.
An inspired philosopher has said:
" Can the Ethiopian change his skin
or the leopard his spots, then may they
also do good who are accustomed to do
evil." Character resists change as
stubbornly as the pigment that paints
the Ethiopian's cheek or colors the
leopard's skin. Even God can change
character only through his own laws of
life and growth.
So permanent is
character that in all its transformations
that mysterious something, called personality, remains unchanged.
It is said that every particle of the
body is changed once in seven years,
so that the man who has lived his allotted threescore and ten years, has
had ten entirely new bodies and yet as
the effete particles have been thrown
off and new ones taken their place until all have been changed, the mysterious law of life and growth has preserved his identity and individuality
complete. He has changed and yet
not changed.
The same is true of character—the
spiritual body. Because it is a life, a
growth, its personality remains through
all changes. It may at one lime be
puny, at another strong; at one time
good, at another bad, but the unquenchable fiery atom of personality
remains intact—unchanged and unchangeable—the sure basis of our
eternal identity. What but life and
growth could present such a mystery?
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COMMUNICATIONS.
[The following arrived too late for our Comlilencement Dumber, but it is so good we cannot
forbear to insert it here.—El).]
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,

June 24, 1889.

Dear Student:

Bates, you sec, is a live institution
even out here in this wheat country.
We are going to have a large Alumni
Association here, and, before long, two
more Hags will float side by side with
the emblem of the United States that
waves on the top of the Rocky Mountains, and those will be the pennants of
the Bates Base-ball Association and the
Bates College Alumni Association of
the Northwest. Jim-rah for Hates and
hurrah tot its base-ball nine' Booma-la-ka!! Very truly yours,
EDWIN

A.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,

MERRILL,

'86.

June 24, 1889.

To the Editors of the Bates Student:

For several months it has been apparent to the members of the Bates
alumni residing in the Northwest that
the influence of our Alma Mater
in this part of the country is now strong
enough to merit recognition, there being already twenty—and perhaps more
—graduates of Bates residing in Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Dakota. Desiring, therefore, to further the interests of the college as much as possible
and to become better acquainted with
one another, several of the alumni, residents of Minneapolis, St. Paul, and
vicinity, met at the residence of Rev.
A. H. Heath, in St. Paul, on the 22d
inst., and formed a permanent organization under the name of the " Bates

College Alumni Association of the
Northwest."
The meeting was a very enjoyable
occasion, and after such an auspicious
beginning, our Northwestern Association is sure to thrive. The first annual
meeting will be held next fall in Minneapolis at some time during the Exposition.
The following officers were elected :
President, Rev. A. II. Heath, '67;
Vice President, B. T. Hathaway, '77 ;
Secretary, E. A. Merrill,'86; Treasurer, J. F. Keene, '71 ; Executive
Committee. Rev. A. H. Heath, '(!7 ;
J. W. Smith, '77; .J. P. Merrill, '82;
W. C. Leavittand E. A. Merrill, '86.
SECRETARY.
♦ ♦<

LOCALS.
Welcome, *93.

Fifty new faces.
Where is the band ?
Nickerson tolls the bell.
Field-day the last of this month.
The Polymnians have adopted a
society yell.
The prospect of base-ball is much
better than was expected.
Hartshorn seems to be beneficial to
the Seniors and Juniors.
Thirteen girls in the Freshman class.
This makes thirty-nine in the institution.
Quite a large number of tin; students
were out at work during State Fair
Week.
The Hedge Laboratory will soon be
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finished. Other improvements are also
going on.

our instructors in the gymnasium this
fall, beginning in about four weeks.

Prof, (in Zoology)—" Mr. G., yon
may define Odontography." (Prompter
on back seat)—" 0-c/cm'£-ography."

Prof, (in Astronomy)—How do you
find the exact position of the North
Pole?" Mr. D.—" Take two observations of the Polar Star at intervals
of twelve hours—(hesitating). Prof.
—"Why do that?" Mr. D.—" Hecause the star will be at equal
distances from where it ought to be."

The new building is probably called
the laboratory because so much time
is spent in doing a little labor upon it.
Student (in Psychology)—" Is it
possible to tell what yon don't know? "
Prof.—" If it was it would take yon
forever."
W. F. Ham, '1)1, and mother, have
left Lewiston for New York, where
they will live. Mr. Ham leaves many
warm friends at Hates.
11
How this Saturday forenoon has
gone," said one of the girls at the
base-ball game. " Wouldn't it be nice
if we could sail across the 180th meridian and have two Saturdays?"
This is what the Seniors are learning.
It is direct from the lips of their professor, too. "If I know, I know that
I know, but I may think that I know
if I do not know, don't you know."
The " Freshman kitten," which was
recently admitted into the Senior class
in Psychology, proved to be one of its
most wideawake members, and all
agree that if she would attend recitations a little more regularly she would
stand a good chance of gaining first
honor in that profound science.
W. F. Garcelon, W. II. Woodman,
and Miss M. V. Wood, of the Senior
class, and A. D. Pink ham, of the
Junior class, have taken a course at
the Hemenway Gymnasium at Harvard
College, this vacation, and are to be
2

The class game of base-ball between
the Sophomores and Freshmen was
played September 7th. The Sophs,
won by a score of eight to nothing, and
filled the air with " ni-ne-ty-two, sissde-ah-de-rik-a-boo."
The score by
innings :
Sophomores,
Freshmen,

1 2 ." 4 5 <> 7 8 !l
(I 2 1 0 4 0 0 I 0—8
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0

Every student who wishes to take
part in the field-day sports should join
the Athletic Association at once ; for
all the field day exercises, and even
the gymnasium exhibition are under
the direction of the Athletic Association, and no student who is not a
member of the Association is allowed
to compete in any of the field-day
exercises.
The Faculty advised, not long since,
that if any receptions were held this
term at the college, they should (with
the exception of the Y. M. C. A.
reception) be held on the third floor of
Hathorn Hall, with no outlay of time,
strength, or money for decorations
or refreshments, and that they should
close at 10.30 P.M. at the latest. The
society meetings should be over at
10 P.M. Wise advice and it was not
given before it was needed.
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Friday evening, September 6th, the
Y. M. and Y. W. C. A.'s gave a joint
reception to the entering class in the
gymnasium.
The new-comers were
pleasantly welcomed to the two associations by their presidents, Mr. Peaslee
and Miss Howe, and by Prof. Angell,
in behalf of the Faculty. The outer
man was wearied by promenades and
tucker, but the inner man was refreshed by a fine literary programme
and ices, so that every one voted it a
pleasant time.
The Athletic Association has elected
the following officers; President, H.
V. Neal; Vice-President, F. W. Plummer; Secretary, II. F. Walter; Treasurer, VV. 15. Clltts; Manager of Baseball Team, W. I'. Garcelon ; Directors,
W. II. Woodman, F. L. Day, F. S.

Libbey, F. W. Hammer, W. B. Skelton, S. Wilson. R. A. Sturges, W.
Watson ; Committee on Tenuis, W.
Woodman, F. W. Plummer, B.
Sturgcs; Committee on Field-day,
I). Pinkham, C. S. F. Whitcomb,
F. Walter.

15.
H.
A.
A.
II

The officers of the Eurosophian
Society for the ensuing year are as
follows : President, F. L. Day ; VicePresident, W. 15. Clltts; Secretary,
Miss S. F. Wells; Treasurer, H. F.
Walter; Committee on Music, Miss
1$. Howe, Miss L. M. Hodge, F. F.
Osgood ; Committee on Public Meeting. W. F. Garcelon, Miss L. M.
Bodge, B. A. Small; Orator, A. N.
Peaslee; Librarian, W. H. Woodman ;
Poet, F. L. l'ugsley; Executive Committee, W. II. Woodman, F. L. Pugsley, Miss J. F. King.

The officers of the Polymnian Society
for the ensuing year are as follows :
President. H. J. Piper ; Vice-President,
F. W. Plummer; Treasurer, C. N.
Blanchard; Secretary, Miss V. F.
Meserve; Librarian, W. S. Mason;
Orator, C. J. Nichols; Poet, F. 15.
Nelson ; Editors, Miss F. F. Snow, A.
D. Pinkham, Miss C. F. Ireland; Executive Committee, G. H. Ilamlen,
Miss G. A. Littlefield, W. B. Skelton.
The constitution of this society, together with a catalogue of its lihrary,
has recently appeared in neat pamphlet
form.
Bates played the first base-hall game
of this term with the South Paris nine,
at Poland Springs, September 7th.
The score :
HATES.
\.lt.

It.

IS.II. T.II. S.lt. P.O. A.

K.

Putnam, 11>.. .41121811
Hoffman, :ib., .4 2 2 2 2 l o o
Wilson,]).,
. 4 (i 0 0 0 •_' 11 i)
Emery, c,
.8 1111 10 40
Pennell, 2b., .4125021
1
Day, s.s., . . I l •_• •_> o j ■> Q
Garcelon, l.f.,
11181010
Whitcomb, c.f., 40280100
Little;, r.f.,
.4011 2100
Totals,
:« 7 12 1!)
* Pennell hit by batted ball.

7 *2(i 20

2

SOUTH PAULS.
A.II.

H. 11.H. T.II. 8.B. P.O.

A.

K.

Records, s.s., .41220 :( i 2
Mattison, o., .4 1 0 0 0 7 .". 1
Smith, p., . . 4 000 0 0 10 2
Cummlngs, 2b., 402201 :t 0
Jackson, 3b., .401 1 0200
White, lb.,
.401 1 0 ;i 0 0
Blake, l.f., ..20000100
Burroughs, r.f., 4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Briggs, c.f., . :: 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
Totals,
;;:{ 2 7 7
*Ciiininings bit by batted ball.
Bates, . .
Soutb Paris,

1 *23 19

5

128456789
4 10 0 0 110 0—7
20000000 0—2
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Earned runs—Bates 6. Two-base hits—
Pennell, Putnam, WhltOOmb. Three-base
hits—Garcelon, Pennell. Base on halls—by
Smith, 2; Wilson, 1. Hit by pitched ballBlake. Struck out—by Smith, 4; Wilson, 9.
Passed balls—Emery, 2. Time of game—lb.
45m. Umpires—Broker anil Brown.
♦ ♦♦

PERSONALS.
ALUMNI.

v

'08.—G. C. Emery, master in the
Boston Latin School, is one of the
authors of "The Academic Algebra"
of Eaton and Bradbury's Mathematical
series.
'69.—Eev. L. C. Graves has accepted
a call to the Free Baptist church at
EastTilton, N. II.
'6!».—G. B. Files, for many years
principal of the Augusta High School,
has accepted the position of master in
the LewistOI) High School.
'70.—L. Or. Jordan has been elected
Professor of Chemistry in Bates College. Prof. Jordan has leave of absence
for one year and has sailed for Europe.
'73.—J. P. Marston, for the past six
years principal of the high school in
Rockland, has been elected principal
of the high school at Biddeford. There
were forty applicants for the position.
'7;').—E. P. Sampson has been reelected principal of the Saco High
School. Mr. Sampson and Mr. Marston
were room-mates while in college.
'73.—News has been received of the
death of Mrs. Dennett, wife of Prof.
I. C. Dennett, Ph.D., of the State
University, Boulder, Colorado.
Her
death occurred July 14th, at Chicago,
where she was for medical treatment.
Prof. Dennett belonged to the class
of '73.
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'73.—L. C. Jewell, of Sabatis, is
about to move to Auburn, where he
will engage in the practice of his profession.
'74.—Rev. A. J. Eastman has accepted a call to the Eree Baptist church
in Dover, N. H.
'7f,._G. W. Wood, Ph.D., Yale,
has been elected instructor of Greek
in Bates College.
'76.—I. C. Phillips, who has for
eleven years been principal of Wilton
Academy, has been appointed superintendent of public schools at Ashlaud,
Mass., and vicinity.
'79.—M. C. Smart has been elected
principal of Stevens High School, at
Claremout, N. H.
'7'.).—Rev. R. F. .lohonnett, of Bast
Cambridge, Mass., has accepted a call
to the Bates Street Universalist Church
of Lew is ton.
'SO.—Mrs. L. W. Harris (Robinson)
died at the home of her mother in West
Minot, on July 31st.
'80.—Mrs. E. H. Sawyer (Belaud)
is superintendent of schools in Chesterville, Me.
'80.—I. F. Frisbee has been elected
a member of the Lewiston school board.
'81.—J. II. Parsons has been elected
principal of the Augusta High School.
'si.—J. E. Holton has been elected
principal of the Normal Department
of Maine Central Institute.
'SI.—W. C. Hobbs has accepted the
principalship of the high school at
Canton, Mass.
'81.—Rev. E. T. Pitts has accepted
a call to the Congregational church at
Everett, Mass.
'81._C. S. Haskell, formerly of An-
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burn, principal of the Jersey City
Schools, spent his summer vacation in
Europe.
'81.—C. V. Emerson is city solicitor
of Lewiston.
'83.—H. 0. Dorr, has been elected
principal of Patten Academy, Patten,
Maine.
'83.—F. E. Foss was married June
Oth, at Oak Park, III., to Miss Mittie
Hanscom. Mr. Foss is the civil engineer of the Chicago, St. Paul and
Kansas City Railroad Co.. and will
reside in St. Paul.
'83.—Miss E. S. Bickford, who lias
been for several years teaching in Pennell Institute, has been elected assistant in the high school in Biddeford.
'85.—C. T. Walter, of i\\cSt. Johnsbury (Vt.) Republican is to erect a
large and handsome building for his
paper.
'80. —J. W. Goff has accepted the;
position of teacher of Latin and Mathematics in tlie State Normal School of
South Dakota, the trustees having offered him $1,600 a year.
'80.—F. II. Nickerson has accepted
the principalsliip of the Wcstbrook
High School.
'80.—C. E. Stevens has resigned his
position as sub-master in the Lewiston
High School to accept the principalsliip
of the high school in Attleboro, Mass.
'80.—W. II. Hartshorn has been
elected Instructor of Physics and Geology in Bates College.
'80.—I. H. Storer has been elected
principal of the high school in Upton,
Mass.
'87.—A. S. Woodman won the State
Championship in singles in the recent

tennis tournament at Portland and
received the prize racket and cup. Mr.
Woodman is studying law in the office
of Hon. Wm. L. Putnam of Portland.
'87.—Prof. J. Bailey, late of Talladega College, Alabama, has just returned from a vacation trip in Europe.
'87.—W. C. Buck has been elected
principal of the high school at Lisbon.
'87.—I. A. Jenkins has accepted the
principalsliip of the high school at
Orange, Mass.
'87;—U. G. Wheeler has been elected
to the position of sub-master of the
Lewiston High School.
'88.—W. F. Tibbetts, teacher of
Latin and Greek in the High School at
Pawtucket, R. I., was married July
20th, to Miss Lizzie Thomas of Sabatis.
•88.—Miss I. F. Cobb is to teach in
the high school at Mankato, Minn.
\s,s.—W. S. Dunn is elected principal of Boonevllle Academy, Booneville, Kentucky.
'88.—J. II. Johnson is elected principal of the high school at Charlestown,
N. II.
'HH.—It. A. Parker is elected principal of the high school at New Market,
N. II.
'H'J.—F. M. Ibiker is teaching in
Green Mountain Seminary, Waterbury, Vt.
'8'.).—A. B. Call has been elected
principal of the high school in Ilenniker, N. II.
'89.—F. J. Daggett has been elected
teacher in the Friend's School, Providence, R. I.
'89.—J. I. Hutchinson has been
elected to a Mathematical Scholarship
in Clark University with flattering rec-
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ognition of his proficiency in that department. Mr. Ilntchinson goes to
Derby, Vt., this year as principal of
Derby Academy.
'89.—C. J. Emerson is principal of
Warner Academy, Warner, N. II.
'89.—Miss II. A. Given has been
elected assistant in the Ellsworth High
School.
'8'J.—W. E. Kiuney has accepted
the position of principal of West Lebanon Academy.
'80.—II. L. Knox is principal of the
high school in New Portland.
'8'J.—G-. H. Libby occupies the position of principal of the academy at
Foxcroft, Me.
'89.—Miss M. S. Little is assistant
in the academy at Warner, N. II.
'89.—F. W. Newell is principal of
Boston Asylum and Farm School,
Thompson's Island.
P. (). address,
Box 1486, Boston, Mass.
'89.—Miss L. E. Plnmstead is
teacher of German and English in
Maine Central Institute.
'89.—E. L. Stevens is principal of
the high school in Wells, Me.
'89.—Miss Blanche A. Wright has
been elected assistant in the Rochester
High School, Rochester, N. H.
'89.—A. L. Safford and Mrs. Susan
(Norton) Safford are teachers in Wesleyan Academy, Wilbraham, Mass.
'89.—H. W. Small has been elected
principal of the Industrial Department
in the Slater School, Knoxville, Tenn.,
at a salary of $1,000.
Following are the names of the
Freshmen and their fitting schools :
H. B. Adams, Danvillo Junction, Nichols
Latin School.
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Miss A. G. Bailey, Lewiston, Nichols Latin
School.
K. S. Baker, West Harwich, Mass., Nichols
Latin School.
Miss A. L. Bean, Gray, Pennell Institute.
K. C. Brown, East Wilton, Wilton Academy.
Miss C. G. Callahan, Lewiston, Lewiston
High School.
G. It. Gate, Northwood Ridge, N. H., Northwood Seminary.
W. A. Chambers, New Windsor, Md.,
Nichols Latin School.
G. M. Chase, Lewiston, Lewiston High
School.
Miss H. D. Church, Deerfield, N. H., New
Hampton (N. H.) Institute.
J. P. Cohh, East Poland, Auburn High
School.
Miss G. P. Conant, Littleton, Mass., Littleton High School.
W. M. Costley, Mount Pleasant, Md.,
Nichols Latin School.
E. A. Crockett, Lewiston, Lewiston High
School.
W. M. Dutton, Farmlngton, Farmington
High School.
1.1*\ Fanning, Quebec, Nichols Latin School.
C. VV. P. Foss, Biddeford, Biddeford High
School.
Miss L. F. Goff, Lewiston, Nichols Latin
School.
Miss Ci. E. Gould, Lewiston, Nichols Latin
School.
E. L. Haynes, Kennebunkport, Biddeford
High School.
G. C. Hight, Athens, Nichols Lalin School.
Miss M. J. Hodgdon, Nashua, N. II., Nashua
High School.
F. L. Hoffman, Melrose, Mass., Melrosc
High School.
Miss. R. Hutchinson, Auburn, Auburn High
School.
A. P. Irving, Lewiston, Lewiston High
School.
A. B. Libby, Litehlield Corner, Nichols
Latin School.
Miss C. B. Little, Lewiston, Lewiston High
School.
D. B. Lothrop, Chesterville, Maine Central
Institute.
G. L. Mason, West Lebanon, Lebanon
Academy.
W. C. Marden, Swanville, Maine Central
Institute.
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word. Let us see what the papers of
our Maine colleges have to report.
The Boivdoin Orient has the largest
Dumber. Forty-seven pages are well
filled with the records of '«!)'s college
work and its change of life as the members pass to the more real work of the
F. E. Perkins, Ogunquit, Francistown cvery-day world outside of college halls.
(N. IT.) Academy.
There are many earnest words in ediW. F. Sims, Bippoo, W. Va., Nichols Latin
torial and oration which might well be
School.
E. W. Small, Biddeford, Biddeford High
an inspiration to any student; for exSchool.
ample : " It is true that work, steady
C. 0. Spratt, East Palermo, Maine Central
and earnest work, is the core of life ; but
Institute.
M. \V. Stickney, Brownville, Nichols Latin
it is necessary for the ideal character
School.
that there be a sprinkling of sentiment."
Miss E. S. Strout, Lewiston, Lewiston High
These words from President Hyde's serSchool.
mon have the true ring : " So let there
R. A. Sturges, Lewiston, Lewiston High
School.
be first of all strict truthfulness in all
J. Sturgis, Auburn, Auburn High School.
you think and speak and write, lie
F. 0. Watson, Auburn, Auburn High School.
broad, brave men. Stand ready to be
E. J. Winslow, Barton Landing, Vt.,
Lyndon Institue, Vt.
misunderstood and maligned by both
J. I. Woodworth, Richmond, Nichols Latin
extremes of error, if so you may hold
School.
fast the golden mean of truth." Again
Miss M. G. Wright, Lewiston, Lewiston
High School.
from the class oration : " It is entirely
A. C. Yeaton, Rochester, N. II., Rochester
in the power of educated men, by their
High School.
neglect, to allow the demon of self♦ ♦-»interest to obtain possession of the
government;
or, by being ever mindEXCHANGES.
ful of her welfare, to transmit the
Our last exchanges are for the most nation a glorious inheritance to pospart Commencement numbers, filled terity."
And yet, despite all this,
with the valedictories of '89. They there is an undercurrent not wholly
take a parting look over the four years commendable. It reveals a lower way
of college fellowship, and an earnest of regarding the realities of life, both
gaze into the future to scan the new in and out of college, which no fair
friends and fields of work.
But the theories can conceal. We should be
eloquence of Commencement day has glad to see the local character of the
become a part of the great past, unless paper on as high a plane as the literary.
The Colby Echo is not so distinctively
some mind of real originality bad
drawn an inspiration from something a Commencement number. In the eddeeper than books, and then gave it to itorial column a just pride is shown in
those who were eager for some new the material prosperity of the college

G. L. Mildram, Wells, North Berwick High
School.
L. B. Moulton, North New Portland, North
Anson Academy.
Miss M. E. Nowell, Lewiston, Nichols Latin
School.
Miss M. A. Peahody, Hermon, Nichols
Latin School.
E. L. Pennell, Gray, Nichols Latin School.
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and their healthy athletic interest.
There are two articles of literary criticism followed by a brief exposition of
a new doctrine of spiritualism. This
is an amusing caricature of the spiritualist's absurd claims, though ostensibly a review of a pamphlet entitled
"The Tail of the World." If the
author has a literary mission it is surely
in a line with Edward Bellamy's exaggerations.
The Maine Stale Cadet has just
passed into the hands of a new board
of editors, and we wish them all the
success of which their first Dumber
gives promise. We may be pardoned
for copying this compliment to our
nine from an editorial on base-ball :
"To you, members of the Bates team,
we offer our congratulations, and we
resign this position to you with a cheerful spirit that can appreciate a just
claim by a brilliant record to the honors
of the victors."
♦ ♦♦

BOOK NOTICES.
By Daniel Putnam, M.A. A. S. Panics it Company, pnl>lishcrs. New York and Chicago.

ELEMENTARY PSYCHOLOGY.

This work is intended for the use of
high and normal schools, aud it seems
admirably fitted for that purpose. The
language is plain and the sentences are
not complex. Most authors of works
of this character in trying to make
themselves very explicit succeed in
making themselves very obscure. The
author does not claim any originality
of thought, but he has certainly shown
originality in the disposal of his subject matter. At the end of each chap-
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ter there is a summary of all topics
taken up. There is also left a blank
leaf on which notes may be made. The
topics are discussed in a plain logical
manner.
The book is such as to
recommend itself in the schools for
which it was intended.
By Contemporary Writers. The Crusades of Richard I. Selected
and arranged by T. A. Archer, B.A. G. P.
Putnam's Sons, publishers. New York and

ENGLISH HISTORY.

London.
This work deals with the history of
the crusades as given by writers of
that period.
To the close student it
may be of worth, but to the ordinary
reader it seems like going through a
good deal of matter to get a little
substance.
The language and style
seem grandiloquent and superfluous.
Whether this is characteristic of all
writers of that period or is owing to
the selections of the author, we do not
know. Many incidents are represented
by both Saracen and English historians
and even again by French, thus giving
a double and sometimes triple account.
There are many interesting things in
the book, but for ordinary reading
much of it could be dispensed with.
PRINCIPALS OF PROCEDURE IN DELIBERATIVE
BODIES. By George Glover Crocker. G. P.

Putnam's Sons, publishers.
London.

New York and

This is really an excellent little book
and may well take its place beside many
older books of its kind. It gives a clear
and graphic description of the laws
that should govern deliberative assemblies.
La Soci6t6 Francaise au Dixseptieme Siecle.
By T. F. Crane, A.M., Professor of
Romance Languages in Cornell University.
G. P. Putnam's Sons, publishers. New York
and London.
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This is a small book of 850 pages.
It is a compilation from French writers
of the seventeenth century, intended,
as the preface says, " To give a picture
of a period in the social history of
France."
The work is planned for
use in schools and colleges ; but the
introduction, together with the full
notes, will make it a valuable help to
any student of French life and manners.
MEMORY TRAININO. By William L. Evans,
M.A. A. S. Barnes & Co., publishers. New
York.

The volume claims to be " A complete and practical system for developing
and confirming the memory."
The
author offers no new discovery, but
only aims to aid those who wish to cultivate their memories. Whether his
" helps " are of practical value or not,
only trial will determine. He has certainty written a readable book, and one
which we think might give many hints
for strengthening and training a poor
memory.
-♦-♦♦

COLLEGE NOTES.
The President of Columbia receives
a larger salary than any other president in the country.
There are nearly o,000 students in
attendance at the various colleges and
universities in Boston.—Ex.
But Tokio, Japan has 80,000.
So much dissatisfaction was manifested by a portion of the Cornell Freshman Class, because the Sage maidens
were invited to join the class banquet
that the president decided to withdraw
the invitations and have only gentlemen
present.—Ex.

A Methodist university has been
established in Ogden, Utah. A $25,000
building is to be erected at once.
The class of 1879, of Princeton, is
having made a high-relief bronze of
Dr. McCosh at a cost of $13,000.
It
is the design of Augustus St. Gaudens,
and the artist says that it is one of the
best things he has ever done.
It will
probably be placed in the Marquand
Chapel.
The Faculty of DePauw has at last
recognized the disadvantages of the
system of prizes and prize contests,
declares it essentially vicious in its effects, and discourages all efforts to
increase the prize lists.
There are three hundred students
studying at German universities with
the special purpose of adopting Christian mission work among the Jews.
After holding the oilice for seventeen
years, President Robinson, of Brown
University, has resigned.
Rev. Bradford P. Raymond, Ph.D.,
D.D., formerly President of Lawrence
University, Wisconsin, was inaugurated President of Wesley an University, Connecticut, last Commencement
Day.
The Stanford University of California has ordered from Clark & Sons,
Cambridge, Mass., a lens for their new
telescope, which is to be forty inches
in diameter. There is also another
large observatory to be erected at the
University of Los Angles, with a telescope having a clear aperture of fortytwo inches. Thus California will have
the three largest observatories in the
world.
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POETS' CORNER.
THE SONG OF THE WOOD THRUSH.
Softly stealing o'er the balmy twilight air of
fragrant June,
Conies a music without measure, conies a carol
without tune;
Yet those notes so grandly swelling,
Of a magic power telling,
Are the sweetest notes that ever soared to
greet the rising moon.
Vainly docs a human effort strive to mock that
simple strain;
Vainly either string or air-pipe vihrates in that
full, rich vein—
There's a wealth of gushing gladness,
Dashed with faintest trace of sadness,
And a dreamy far-off quaver, naught may
hring to life again.
How it tells of God's own hounty planted in
that tiny breast,
Of the bliss that passeth knowledgo, where the
weary are at rest;
For the gates of heaven open,
And the birds' song is a token
That some time to sinful mortal shall such
joy be manifest.
When amid the forest shadows, drinking in
that sylvan sound,
Ah, what faint .and fickle mem'ry Hits my
struggling senses round !
Deepest in my soul's recesses,
Thrills a something it possesses,
That existed e'er my spirit left the unknown,
earthward bound.
Slowly fade the swaying tree tops, and to my
enraptured ear,
Enters not the wind's soft sighing or the
breathing of the sphere.
I can feel that love so bright,
I can see the radiant light,
And again in highest ecstacy the praising
angels hear.
—Cadet.
TO THE FATES.
When the sun's warm tints are glowing,
O'er the fields their splendor throwing,—
When the world awakes to song,
And the day is never long,—
Hold the distaff firmly then !
Clotlio, guard the weal of men !
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When the fibres fast are flying,
Forming knots there's no untying;
In the surging noon-day life
On the broad, sweet field of strife,—
Fair Lachesis, strengthen me !
Let thy spinning careful be !
When the shadows, darkly lying,
Tell that day and song are dying;
In December's snowy swoon,
While I build as I have hewn,—
Atropos, when joy has tied,
Haste to cut the weakened thread !
— Dartmouth Lit.
PARLIAMENTARY.
We've been holding weekly meetings
At the house of my dear Bess,
And to-night I send her greetings,
For they've been a great success.
Weighty things we've been deciding,
In our little meetings there,
I, of course, have been presiding,
That's to say, I've held the chair.
Rut last night the session ended
In a very pleasant way,
When the conversation tended
To the power of love to-day.
And to end the great congestion
Of our thoughts, I said, "Dear Bess,
Are you ready for the question? "
And she sweetly answered, " Yes."
—Brunonian.
STOLEN FRUITS.
A kiss is as sweet as a rose,
When you pluck it in secret, I ween;
If you take it when nobody knows,
A kiss is as sweet as a rose;
But the delicate flavor all goes
To the winds if the taking is seen.
A kiss is as sweet as a rose,
If you pluck it in secret, I ween.
—Dartmouth Lit.
SHORTEST AND LONGEST.
The longest day is in June, they say;
The shortest in December.
They did not come to me that way:
The shortest I remember
You came a day with me to stay,
And filled my heart with laughter;
The longest day—you were away—
The very next day after.
—Century.
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POT-POURRI.
Fresh.—"Don't you think, Miss
,
that my moustaches are becoming?"
Miss
"They may be cominf/, but
they haven't got here yet."
Where are you going my little prep,
With eager face ami hastened step?
And what doth mean this monstrous jug,
With which you bravely seem to tug?
We go away far o'er the hill,
To visit Dustin's cider mill;
Then each of us will take a pull,
The jug will be empty and we'll be full.

It makes a man just a little bit mad
to ask him " Why is a -magpie like a
writing desk? "—and then after letting
him slave over it for five minutes, get
to a safe distance and tell him "It
isn't. " Its like rubbing a cat the
wrong way, or like telling a Freshman
he is not essential to the welfare uf the
universe. Try it.—Ex.
" .My sweetheart is a student in a famous
female college,
And though I do not think she'll win particular renown
In any special study, or be noted for her
knowledge,
I'm certain that she's charming in her
college cap and gown.
That the costume's fascinating there's no
reason for concealing,
I think my love more beautiful when in it
she appears;
But when I steal a kiss from her, how funny
is the feeling
When the edges of the mortar board are
tickling my ears. "
—Lasell Leaves.

Minister (to Johnny on his knee ) —
"Where do we find any mention of
gambling in the Bible?" Johnny—
" In the story of David. " Minister—
"What! When did David ever gamble?" Johnny—" When he took four

kings from the Philistines."—Drake's
Maf/azine.
First Pullman Porter—" Whad's yo'
ser nervous 'bout, Johns'n ? " Second
Porter—" I's a quartan out: da's wad
I's narvous 'bout.
Done blacked a
pah ob my own boots by mistake fer dat
nabob's in d' fo'th section."—Judge.
VARIOUS.

" Through tangled copses of the Not,
And forests of the Where,
I've sought the Whencencss of the What,
Nor found my Alfred There.
'Mid jungles of the Hcreless When
The Thusness rends my brain,
To think the Wasness of the Then
May never come again.
So let the Itness of the Which
Onto the Isness bow,
And sink the VVhyness, Was, 'and Sich,'
In Howness of the Now. "
—Exchdii:/'.

Professor—" Mr. Smartly, you may
translate the next passage." Student—
" Nay, indeed,by Zeus, on the one hand
accordingly nevertheless, he said that
on the other hand moreover he was
also without doubt forsooth at least in
truth yet— Professor—"That is very
good,' Mr. Smartly.
That will do."
—College Journal.
A young man recently received a letter with the following contents : " my
diere Ser, i set my selft to rite yu to
let you no how i is. i Am well in belt
but not so well in mine, i am pestered
about yu.
mr—yu has gone back
on me, an whi i Nows it so wel i ritt tu
yu and yu hasnt ansird it. i thinks of
yu ever daye and while yu is so fur
away an others has my cumpny tis yu
that has my hart, for my my pen is
bad."

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.
This Institution is located in the city of Lewiston, Maine, and is named in honor
of LYMAN NICHOLS, Esq., of Boston. The special object of the school is to prepare
students for the Freshman Class of Hates College, though students who do not contemplate a College course are admitted to any of the classes which they have the
qualifications to enter. The School is situated near the College and Theological
School, and thus affords important advantages of association with students of more
advanced standing and scholarship.
The Course of Study comprises three years and as many classes; that is, the first
year, or third class; the second year, or second class; the third year, or first class. The
classes are so arranged that students can enter the school at any time during the year.
'

BO Alii) OF INSTRUCTION.
IVORY P. FBISBEE, A.M., PRIXCIPAI
Teacher of Latin and Creek.
W. P. TIBBETTS, A.B
Teacher of Ancient History and Geography.
ARTHUR TOWNSEND, A.B
Assistant in Mathematics.
E. W. MOURELL
Teacher of Mathematics and Latin.
C. J. EMERSON
Teacher of Elocution and Rhetoric.
For further particulars send for Catalogue.

LYNDON INSTITUTE,
LYNDON CENTRE, VT.
WALTER E. RANGER,

A.M., PllINCII'.w.,

Teacher of Latin, Greek, ami Political Science.
JUDSON 1!. BAM, A.M., Teacher of Natural Science
and.Mathematics. WILLIAM L. BUSKER, Teacher
of Banking, Book-keeping, and Penmanship.
HENRY B. BACON, Teacher of Elocution. JOS. H.
HUMPHREY, Teacher of Vocal Music.
Miss
.IK ANNETTE 15. WILSON, Teacher of r'rench.
German, and English, MISS CLARA L. HAM,
A.B., Teacher of Latin and (ireek. Miss MABEL
C. BEMIS, Teacher of Instrumental Music. Miss
EMILY KIMISALL, Teacherof Painting and Drawing. MRS. H. II. HARVEY, Matron.
For both sexes. Young Ladies' Classical Course.
College Preparatory Course, Scientific Course, each
of four years; Commercial Course, of one year.
Instruction given in Music, Painting, Drawing, and
Elocution.
Character of instruction unsurpassed by any similar institution in the State. Modern Methods in
LANGUAGES AND SCIENCE. No crowded
classes. An excellent LIBRARY, adapted to wants
of students. A rare CABINET, probably unequaled
by any similar institution in Northern New England. Chemical LABORATORY for individual experimenting. A pleasant READING-ROOM, conmining a large number of the best papers and magazines. Large rooms and steam heat. Delightfully
located. Summer home of N. E. Conservatory of
Music, for 1886.
I. VV. SANBORN, Sec'y andTrens.,
LVNOONVILI.K, VT.

j

p

FRISBEE, Principal.

LEBANON ACADEMY.

Pupils fitted for Business, Scientific Schools
or the best Colleges.
W. C. BUCK. A.B., Principal.
For further particulars,address the Principal,
or ELIHU HAYES, Scc'y Trustees.

New Hampton Literary Institution,
NEW HAMPTON, N. H.
Six Courses of Study—Classical, English ami
Classical, Regular Scientific, Musical, and Commercial College Course.
Address, REV. A. B. MESERVEY, A.M.,
Principal.

GREEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY,
WATERBURY CENTRE, VT.
Courses of Study—College Preparatory,
Classical and English Commercial. The hest
Commercial Department in the State. Expenses Low.
For further particulars address the Principal,
Miss L[ZZIE COLLEY, at Waterbury Centre.

MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE,
PITTSFIELD, MAINE.
Thorough Courses of Study in English,
Classical and Scientific Branches.
Normal Department attached.
J. H. PARSONS, A.M., Principal.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

HIGH STREET LAUNDRY
AUBURN, MAINE.
NATHANIEL DAVIS

Proprietor.
REPAIRING Neatly Done, if desired.

All Work Neatly anil Promptly DODO.

BARBOUR & OLFENE,
DEALERS IN

Loring, Short & Harmon,

DRUGS, MEDICINES, CHEMICALS
Fancy and Toilet Articles, Sponges, Brushes, Perfumery,
&c. Physicians' Prescriptions carefully compounded,
and orders answered with care and dispatch.
268 & 123 Lisbon Street, LEWISTON.

MANUFACTURERS OF

DEALERS IN

R.C. PINGREE & CO.,

STATIONERY,

136 Main Street,

PLANING MILL

WALL PAPERS,
LAW BOOKS,

AND ALL KINDS OF

WOOD

Books,

BLANK

OPP. PREBLE HOUSE.

WORKING.

Indian Clubs turned to order.

PO RTLAN D.

LEWISTON STEAM DYE HOUSE,
No. 141 Main Street.

JOSEPH LEBLANC, . . . PROPRIETOR.

F. L Day,

Clothing Cleansed, Dyed, and Repaired.

DOUGLASS & COOK,
Books,

Stationery,

Paper

Fine Boots and Shoes.

Hangings,

WINDOW SHADES, PICTURES AND FRAMES,
188 Lisbon Street, Lewlston.
£g- Frames made to order.

NOT THE BEST
But just as good

CO^-L -AJSTO "^7"OC0D
Can be bought of
L. C. BOBBINS
As any place in the city. Directly Opposite the
Catholic Church, and Near the Free Baptist Church,
MAIN STREKT, No. 370.

DOYLE BROTHERS,

Lewiston Five Cent Store,
32-38 Lisbon Street.
Crockery, Glass Ware, Tin Ware, Toys, Notions, etc.
Wholesale and Retail.
.1. DOYLE.

1'. M. DOYLE.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

RICHARDS & MERRILL,

Merchant Tailors, M&H. Ready-Made Clothing, Furnishing Goods, etc.
We have always on hand a very larjie and Choice selection of Foreign and Domestic Woolens, in latest styles and novelties, which we make to order, and guarantee in Fit, Trimmings, and Workmanship, equal to any that can he had in Maine.
O" A full line of Fine Custom Ready.Made Suits and Overcoats always on hand. Our Motto •. Quick Sales at Small Profit*.
No. 1 Lyceum Hall Building, Lrwiston, Maine.

IOSEPH fil LLOTT'S

* STEEIVPENS. f
THE FAVORITE NUMBERS, 303,404,332,351,170,
AND HIS OTHER STYLES

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS THROUGHOUT THE: WORLD

J. H. STETSON & CO.,
Successors to BEAN «t STETSON,

Dealers • in • Stoves, • Ranges, • Furnaces,
And Ventilators, Tin, Iron, and Copper Ware Zinc,
Lead Pipe, sheet Load, &c- Tin, iron, and Copper
Work to order. 05 LISBON 8TREET.

WALKER BROTHERS,
Wholesale and Retail
Dealers in

Oysters, Clams, and Lobsters
Goods Delivered Without Extra Charge.
55 Bates St., Near Main St., Lewiston, Me.

EXCHANGE HOTEL,
ft. YOUNG, Proprietor.
Centrally located near all stores and depots; near headquarters of Horse Railroad.

CHAPEL ST.. NEAR MAIN & LISBON STS.. LEWISTON.
■.

BUBIER & MASON,

PAINTERS AND PAPER HANGERS
HOUSE AND DECORATIVE PAINTING, GRAINING, GLAZING,
KALSOMINING, AND
WALL-TINTING.

All Work Done in a Workmanlike Manner.
BATES ST., OVV. EI.ECTKIC

LIGHT STATION.

DR. EMERY BAILEY,
DENTIST,
No. 3 1-2 LISBON ST., LEWISTON.
Oat administered to extract Teeth.

PRINTING
* OF ALL KINDS *
EXECUTED WITH NEATNESS AND DISPATCH, IN
THE HIGHEST STYLE OF THE ART,

AND AT MODERATE PRICES,
AT THE (HIKE OF THE

lewiston Journal.
WBJ MAKE A.

SPKCIAIJTY

First-Class BookfCollege Printing
SUCH AS

Programmes, Catalogues, Addresses,
Sermons, Town Reports, Etc.
Don't send out of the Slate for Printing, for we
guarantee to give satisfaction.

B USINESS DIRECTOR Y.

you Will Find a Good Line of Boots, Shoes, Rubbers, and Slippers
AT O. O. MORRELL'S.
CORNER MAIN AND LISBON STREETS,

- - - LEWISTON, MAINE.

SKiX — ]ll(i HL\ni BOOT.

Lewiston Monumental Works.
Manufacturer* of Monuments, Tablets, etc. Kalimates furnished for Cemetery and Building Work,
from Light, Dark, and Bed Granite, American or
Italian Marble.
U and 14 Hates Street, Lewiston, Maine.
JOHN P. MURPHY, Manager.

E# Cornish & Co.,

H. B. Skinner
Manufacturer of

Bobbins, Spools, and Skewers,
And Base-Ball Bats. Also, Killed Hard Wood.
Orders by Mail promptly attended to.
LEWISTON,

MAINE.

E. & I. S. Millett,

(Successors to R. F. Foss,)

PRACTICAL TAILORS,
Court Street, AUBURN, ME.
c. F. CORNISH, CUTTER.

FOR NOBBY STYLES, CALL ON

J.H.Twombly & Co.,
CUSTOM

TAILORS,

Opp. Y. M. C. A. Block, Court St., Auburn.
GEO. II. COBB, CUTTBR.

If You Want to Buy
THE BEST GRADE OF COAL,
Low, FOB ('ASM, CALL OS

J. N. WOOD, 64 Middle Street.
A

SPECIALTY MADE

DEALERS IN

Millinery and Fancy Goods,
13 Lisbon St., Lewiston, Me.

\yakefield Brothers,
IIKAI.P.KS IN

Drugs, Medicines, and Chemicals,
Fancy and Toilet Articles, Sponges, Brushes,
Perfumery, etc. Physicians' Prescriptions carefully compounded, anil orders answered with cure anil dispatch.

114 Lisbon Street,

-

- Lewiston, Maine.

£zra H. White, D.D.S,
DENTAL ROOMS,
No. i LYCEUM BLOCK,
Lisbon Street,

-

-

Lewiston, Maine.

W^ood, Robinson & Co.,
JOllUKltS OK

-OK

SCHOOL AND COLLEGE

PRINTING

pAPER AND TWINE.
Special sizes made to order. Slate Agent! lor the Ha DO Manifold
lA'tter Book. Writes and copies at the same tune.

101 Main Street

Viibiiin, Maine.

THE BATES STUDENT,
A Magazine Published Monthly
Dating the Collegiate Year by the

CLASS OF '90, BATES COLLEGE.
LEWISTON JOURNAL OFFICE.

LEWISTON, MAINE.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

G.W. ELLARD&CO.,
178 Lisbon Street,

INSURANCECOMPANY,
f o\ HARTFORD, CONN
ORIGINAL

ACCIDENT

COMPANY

OF

AMERICA,

LARGEST IN THE WORLD.
PAYS

ACCIDENT

INSURE

IN THE TRAVELERS."

'

WARDWELL'S

ART

Boots, SHoes, and wers.
LEWISTON AGENTS FOR

CLAIMANTS,

$3,000 a Day.
"MORAL:

LEWISTON,

"(b\ u. Douglas' Shoes"
FOR GENTLEMEN, AND

STORE "Taylor's Adjustable Shoes"

IS HEADQUARTERS FOR

OIL PAINTINGS,
ETCHINGS,
STEEL ENGRAVINGS,
Pastels, mid Artolypos, PICTURE FRAMKS in all
new and desirable patterns. I>KON/.K GOODS,
STATUARY, STATIONKKY, ETC., ETC.

Always in stock a large assortment of goods suitable for
\\ KDIUNti ami ItlllTHDAY PRESENTS. Call and examine our stock before purchasing elsewhere.

WARDWELL'S ART STORE,
NO. 29 LISBON STREET.

All of Harper <C* Brothers9
School and College TextBooks, Dictionaries, and
Boohs of Reference wilt be
furnished at lowest prices
by
A. C. STOCKING,
50 Brornfield St..
BOSTON, MASS
Correapon den ce .solicited.

FOR LADIES.

TEACHERS WANTED! saSTJ

n Dumber tor Music, also Art and Specialties. Send
stamp for application form and circulars of Information lo

National School Supply Bureau,
Mention this paper.

Chicago, 111.

You can earn $50 lo iff 150
per month during your vacation selling our specialties In
Nursery stock. Wo can give
situations to lifiy good, energetic men for the Bummer, or permanently If they wish, and would like
to hear from any who mean business. The work is
quick]; learned; is easy, healthful, and profitable.
Our best salesmen have been students who have
taken up the work during vacation. Send for terms.
AfcMANAMON Ai LUETCHFORD,
Nurserymen, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

NEW + DINING + ROOMS,
57 Lisbon St., Near Music Hall, Lewiston,

D. F. LONG, . . . .

PROPRIETOR.

Meals at all hours. The Best of Steaks, Oysters, and Icecream. CATERING FOR PARTIES A SPECIALTY. The
liest place in the city to get a Nice Oyster Stew.
Efil LARGEST STOCK OF CHOICE

(gJUDKINS* LAUNDRY,
187 Lisbon St., Lewiston,

Is

NOT EXCELLED IN FINK WORK.
Try us, and we will convince you.

Flour, Groceries, Provisions, etc.,
In the City, can be found with

NEALEY & MILLER,
Cor, Main and Bates Streets, LEWISTON.
Kg-Bottom Prices always guaranteed.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

BATES COLLEGE.
FACULTY OF INSTRUCTION AND GOVERNMENT
THOMAS L. ANGELL, A.M.,

REV. OREN 15. CHENEY, D.D.,

Professor of Modern Languages.

President.

REV. JOHN FULLONTON, D.D.,

REV.

Prof, of Ecclesiastical History and Pastoral Theology.

JONATHAN Y. STANTON, A.M..

JAMES ALBERT HOWE, D.D.,
Professor of Systematic Theology and Homiletics.

GEORGE C. CHASE, A.M.,

Professor of Greek and Latin Languages.

RBV. BENJAMIN F. HAYES, D.D.,

Professor of Rhetoric and English Literature.

THOMAS HILL RICH, A.M..

Professor of Psychology and Excgetical Theology.

Professor of Hebrew.

JOHN H. RANI), A.M.,

RICHARD C STANLEY, A.M.,

Professor of Mathematics.

Professor of Chemistry and Geology

EDWARD R. CHADWICK,

REV. THOMAS HILL, D.D.,
Lecturer on Ethics.

Instructor of English Literature and Elocution.

0 LA SSI CA L D EPA li TM EN T.
TERMS Of ADMISSION.
Candidate! for admission In the Freshman Class are examined as follows: —
LATIN : In nine books of Virgil's .Enricl; six orations of Cicero; the Catiline of Sallust; twenty exercises of Arnold's
Latin Prose Composition, and in Harkness' Latin Grammar. GKEKK : In three books of Xcnophon's Anabasis; two books
Of Homer's Iliad, and in Hadley's Greek Grammar. MATHEMATICS: In Loom is'or Greenleafs Arithmetic, in Wentworth's Elements of Algebra, and Plane Geometry or Equivalents. ENGLISH: In Mitchell's Ancient Geography, and in
Worcester's Ancient History.
All candidates tor advanced standing will l>e examined in the preparatory studies, and also in those previously pursued
by the class they propose to enter, or in other studies equivalent to them.
Certificates of regular dismission will be required from those who have been memliers of other Colleges.
The regular examinations for admission to College take place on the second Saturday l>efore Commencement, on Tues lay
preceding Commencement, and on Saturday preceding the first day of the Fall Term.

COURSE OF STUDY.
The regular Course of Instruction is that commended by the leading Colleges of the country as eminently adapted to
secure liberal culture and a sound classical education.

EXPENSES.
The annual expenses for board, tuition, room rent, and incidentals are $180. Pecuniary assistance, from the income of
thirteen scholarships and varlousnrther benefactions, is rendered to those who are unable to meet their expenses otherwise.
Students contemplating the Christian ministry receive assistance every year of the course.

THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
This is a department in the College, established by vote of the corporation July 21,1870. It occupies Nichols Hall, situated about a quarter of a mile from the College buildings, and is in charge of a special Faculty appointed by the College
corporation.
Candidates for admission are required to furnish testimonials of good standing in some Christian church, and w give
evidence of their duty to prepare for the gospel ministry, certified by the church of which they are members respectively, or
by some ordained minister.
Those who are not graduates from College, previous to entering upon the regular course of study, must lie prepared for
examination in the common English branches, Natural Philosophy, Physiology, Chemistry, Geology, Astronomy, Algebra,
and in the Latin and Greek languages.
Tuition, room rent, and use of libraries free.
COMMENCEMENT, Thursday
JUNK 27,1889.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Crayon Artist and Photographer,
As he is now situated in liis

NEW STUDIO, SANDS BUILDING,
Has facilities for all kinds of Photographic Work
which are unrivaled in the State. Wo make a specialty of large work, such as GROUPS,
LIFE-SIZE HEADS, and LARGE FULL-LENGTH PHOTOGRAPHS, which with our
large camera and superior light we execute in the highest perfection of the art. Full line of
samples on exhihition at our studio. Prices low.
SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS.

CALL AND SEE US.

= F. E. STANLEY.

Strictly Pure Confectionery, Made Fresh Every Day,
EXOBPT

SUNDAYS,

AT

THE

BROADW4Y CANDY S^OSS,
From the Best Granulated Sugar. Price, 10 to 40 Cents Per Pound. M. E. Uoss, Chief Clerk,
V. W. Hodgklos, Candy Refiner.
No. 223 MAIN ST., LEWISTON.
S. A. CUMMINGS, Proprietor.

• CHARLES A. ABBOTT, •
Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, Fine Toilet Soaps, Brushes, Combs, 4c.
Corner Lisbon and Main Streets,
...
Lewiston, Maine.
Perfumery and Fancy Toilet Articles in great variety. Physicians' Prescriptions accurately compounded.

WM. A. ROBINSON, Apothecary,
AUBURN,

Robie's Shirt Store
IS HEADQUARTERS FOB

Shirts, Collars, Cuffs, Neckwear,

Carries a full stock of TOILET GOODS, RAZORS,
I'KRFUMEKIES, SOAPS, &C.

Chemical and Laboratory Supplies a Specialty.
Call and see him.

Boxing Gloves, Dumb-Hells, and Indian Clubs,
at Manufacturers' Prices.

NEW STYLES.

49-SHIST PATTERNS CUT TO MEASURE.^*

MURPHY,
THE

MRS. M. B. BARKER,

MUSIC DEALER,
Lisbon Street, Lewiston.

HATTER
SIGN, GOLD HAT,

LEWISTON,

-

-

-

MAINE.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

AUTHORS OF BATES.
If you have a book you wish to have published, and want to know how to
have it done at a slight expense, write to CHARI.ES T. WALTER, Publisher,
St. Johnsbury, Vermont, enclosing stamp, and stating what you have, and if
possible, enclosing MS. All MSS. sent in this way will be carefully returned,
if sufficient postage is enclosed.

RECENT PUBLICATIONS.
THE STORY OF THE PURITANS, By WALLACE PECK, Illustrated by five fullpage illustrations by E. W. Kemble, and about forty vignettes, in tints, by 0. Herfo'rd. Cover
design by Kemble. Price, $1.00.
HOW DEACON TUBMAK AND PARSON WHITNEY KEPT NEW YEAR'S,
By W. H. H. MURRAY, Illustrated by Thomas Worth, and others. Price, $1.25.
THE DORCAS SOCIETY, and Other sketches, by JAMES BUCKHAM (Paul Pastnor) of
the Burlington Free Press. Illustrated. Price, $1.00.
SONGS FROM THE SEASONS, By
(Second Edition.) Price, $1.25.
THE LEGEND OF PSYCHE, By

DEXTER

CARLETON WASHBURN

CARRIE WARNER MOREHOUSE

Send stump for illustrated circulars.

(Hates, '86).

(Bates, '77).
Price, $1.00.

CHARLES T. WALTER, Publisher,
ST. JOHNSBURY, VERMONT.

THE ATTENTION

s» FLORISTS

OF

TEACHERS AND STUDENTS 37 High St.,

AUBURN, MAINE.

Is called to the following list of
Cut Flowers a Specialty.

SUCCESSFUL BOOKS:
Apgar's Plant Analysis,
Bryant & Stratton's Book-Keeping^
Cooley's Physics,
Cooley's Chemistries,

•

■,;

•00 TO-

Where a large stock and variety is always on band.

Fisher's Outlines History,

Robinson's Mathematics*
Swlnton's Readers,
Swinton's Geographies,
Wehster's Dictionaries,
Etc., Etc., Etc.
PUBLISHED liv

IVISON, BLAKEMAN & CO.
BOSTON.

■

A.. E. HARLOW8,

Gray's Botanies,

NEW YORK.

or Sice Sure Bandied
JJT

CHICAGO.

A. E. HARLOW 58 Lisbon Street.

NEW

YORK

STORE.

B. PECK & CO.,
Importers, Jobbers, and Retailers of
Dry and Fancy Goods, Millinery, &c.
120 AND 128 LISBON STKEKT, LKWISTON, ME.

CURTIS & ROSS'
Successor to TKAOIIE & IlAI.E,

hotographic Studio

DRUGGIST AND APOTHECARY,
28 LISBON ST., LEWISTON.

Photographs of all kinds and sizes finished in
the best possible manner. Having perfected the
liromide process, we are now ready to furnish
the PERMANENT BROMIDE PICTURES of any
si/.e and at moderate prices. To customers wishing
for Bromide Pictures, no charge will be made for
making the negative.
KREE-HANI) • CRAYONS • A- SPECIALTY.
SPECIAL • RATES • TO ■ CLASSES.

Physicians' /'rescriptions accurately compoundeil.

OTTIRTIS Sz EOSS,
Cor. Lisbon and Ash M -., Lewiston.

O. A. NORTON,

Coal, Wood, and I lay,
:rz Ash !St, and in Grand Trunk Yard,
LEWISTON, MA1NK.
Q&-Orders by Mail and Telephone promptly filled.

A. L. GRANT,
Manufacturer of Pure

CONFECTIONERY,
160 Lisbon Street, LEWISTON.
It. liUKSSKR.

B. w. DKBSSBB.

R. DRESSER & CO.,
DEALERS IN

181 MAIN STRKET, LEWISTON.

JORDAN, FROST & CO.,
Eastern, Western, and Southern

Lumber, Mouldings, Gutters, and Brackets.
Planing Mill and Lumber Yard Foot of Cross Canal.
LEWISTON, ME.
A. I, FROST,

APOTHECARY,
145 Lisbon St., cor. Ash, LEWISTON, ME.

Meats, Groceries, and Provisions,

WM. JORDAN.

E. H. GERRISH,

t, M. JORDAN.

Prescriptions promptly and accurately prepared.
Full line of Chemicals, Drugs, Perfumes, Toilet
Articles, &c, at Reasonable Prices.

CARMAN & THOMPSON,
WholeMle sad Ratal! Dwlen in

Radiators, Valves, Steam and

Gas Pipe

and Fittings, Roilers, Engines, Pumps,
Shafting, Pulleys, Hangers, and
F.ngineers' Supplies,
48 MAIN STREET, LEWISTON, KB,

JOHN Y. SCRUTON & SON,

Fine Custom Tailoring! Ready-Made Clothing,
23 LISBON

STREET, LEWISTON, MAINE.

Established 18T4.

GEO. W. SMITH,

Turning, Carving, Scroll Sawing,
\».

op§e,

AND FANCY WOODS,

24 Main Street, . -

LEWISTON.

I M PORTANT !

^ine ® ^pin(ingf

If you want good

TEA, COFFEE, FLOUR

88-92 JJfaii? §t.,

Or anything elie usually kept in a first-class Grocery Store,
or if you intend to visit any part of the world (especially
Burope), or are sending for friends or lending money to
friends, lie sure and call on

JOHN GARNER,

/t&bupp, fl?aine.

Grocer and Provision Dealer, Agent for Fleisclnnann & Co.'s
Compressed Yeast, Passenger anil Exchange Agent,
PAHK STKEK'P, 213

I.RWISTON.

[ You pate |l moment To Spare
You can we it to good advantage in looking over our
EXCELLENT ASSORTMENT OK

JYoVi

I

FURNITURE:

For every part of the household. If you do not wish to purchase now, come in and look us
over and get posted so that you may be able to select correctly in the future.
In this issue we would direct attention to our

CHAMBER * SET • DEPARTMENT
Which is crowded full of choice designs in all kinds of wood, made strong, and finished
perfectly. We will be glad of an opportunity to show up the line.

Our Prices will be As Low as the Lowest.

BRADFORD, CONANT & CO.,
199-201 Lisbon Street, Lewiston, Me.

